06/13/2019

ADDENDUM ONE (1)

RE: RFP #735-19-8218 New Museum Monument Sign

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

The following questions had been received prior to the last day for questions deadline and received the following responses (Questions are in **black**/responses are in **red**):

- Did you have a set start date for construction in mind?  *Start when PO is issued ideally, but not overly critical*
- Would you please tell me what the estimated cost range for the above project is?  *Cost is estimated to be $50-$60k (?)*.  
- Is the electrical room directly on the other side of the outside wall where they show the circuit coming from?  *Building’s electrical panels are on the west side of the building shown with a bump out on the drawing. This area is actually outside of the building and there is a sidewalk in this area. See photos below.*
IMG_9803: Caged area on west side of UPD.
IMG_9804: Existing conduit entrance from ground into caged electrical area.
IMG_9806: Electrical panels inside caged area.
IMG_9808: West side view of UPD and caged area.

- Drop ceiling inside the building or do we have to contend with sheet rock ceiling? If sheet rock we need specific access details. Drop ceilings.
- Permits. Needed? or is this covered by the university since it is a state University project? Like TSTC was. No permits required.

Thank you,

Tracy Nichols
Purchasing/Contract Management
Midwestern State University